


Playwright’s Note: 
  
Welcome to This Soil, These Seeds…! I am incredibly grateful to Super Secret Arts for 
believing in me and this show! I started writing this play a few years ago. It started in a 
Google document, where I would vent the matters that were heavy on my heart. Most 
of the heaviness was coming from questions I had about myself, such as: why am I the 
way I am?, why am I where I am?, why am I so broken?, why am I too much?, why am I 
too little? It didn’t take me long to figure out that these questions stemmed from 
traumatic life experiences I had, but also from the abuse I experienced from my mother 
(which she had experienced from her mother, which her mother had experienced from 
her mother!). With all of us connected by this unhealed pain. And here I was, a grown 
woman, trying to unravel knots of pain that started before I was even a seed in my 
mother’s womb. 

Growing up, family business was meant to stay in the family. “Don’t go putting our 
business out in the streets!” Even if family business for my grandmother and great-
grandmother meant enduring years of domestic abuse and assault. The women in my 
family kept quiet. Which was what most women of their time did, but especially Black 
women. The historical struggles and atrocities that Black women have faced in America 
reach into our present moment, and reverberate within This Soil, These Seeds… As 
Malcolm X  said, “The most disrespected person in America is the black woman. The 
most unprotected person in America is the black woman. The most neglected person 
in America is the black woman.” Though women of all racial backgrounds have and can 
relate to having mother-daughter issues, it is the Black mothers’ and daughters’ 
journeys that take center stage tonight. I honor the Black woman’s story, spirit, 
resilience, pain, and healing. 

With all of that said, this play IS filled with humor, light, and love! You have permission 
to laugh and lean into the hope. You have permission to have an experience with the 
performers, and this may come out audibly (YES! That is welcomed!). 

Finally, it is my hope that you leave this space knowing that healing is possible. That 
your healing is essential. 

Yours truly, putting-my-business-out-in-the-streets, 
Bonita Jackson  



PLAYWRIGHT/PERFORMER  

Bonita Jackson (she/her) is overjoyed to be sharing 
This Soil, These Seeds… at Super Secret Arts! She 
gives a huge thank you to everyone who has made 
this production possible. She has written, performed, 
and produced four one-woman shows, and has 
performed in theatres and festivals in NYC for over 
ten years. Her theatre credits include As You Like It 
(FSU Conservatory), Sweat (Asolo Rep.), Corey 
&Vanessa (The Tank), The Niceties (Urbanite), Black 
Footnotes (Nuyorican Poets Café), and Adventures of 
Kieron & Jade (Bridge Street Theatre). Film credits 
include Beneath the Sound, Drowning Above Water, 
How Does That Make You Feel?, and The Old Man 
and The Fish. She is the co-found of BARE, an 
interdisciplinary theatre and film-based organization 

with a focus on transformative works and empowering 
artists. She is thankful for her husband, Garrett, and their families—both here and in 
Heaven—whose love and support continue to be a positive motivating force in her life. 
www.bonitajackson.com. I dedicate This Soil, These Seeds… to my father, Terry Joe 
Neal Jackson, who planted the best seeds within me. “Those who sow in tears will reap 
with songs of joy.” - Psalm 126:5  
 

COMPOSER/PIANIST 

Kristin Vining (she/her): is a Brooklyn-
based composer, pianist, teacher, 
and poet with Pacific Northwest 
roots. She has a heart for artistic 
collaboration and a gift for reflecting 
the energy of those around her back 
to them through her music, which is 
centered in hope and healing. Kristin 
has composed numerous works for 

singers, instrumentalists, dancers, and theater, and her music has been commissioned 
for projects and performances in the PNW, Boston, and NYC. Many of her current 
projects focus on honoring the stories and artistic work of women around the world 
along with a growing community of international women artists. 

http://www.bonitajackson.com/
http://www.bonitajackson.com/


DIRECTOR 

Alex Randrup (she/they) is so, so glad you're here. 
Prior to the pandemic, Alex would direct and devise 
new plays, including Corey and Vanessa Present an 
All-Female Educational Touring Production of Of 
Mice And Men (The Tank) and Love Magical Ritual 
Spell (Dixon Place). She was also the producer and 
curator of FEAST: A Performance Series, a monthly 
show that ran for four years at UNDER St. Marks 
Theater. Through FEAST Alex built community, 
advocated for artists, and served snacks. These 
remain some of their core values to this day. 




PRODUCTION DESIGNER 

Gabriel Torres (they/them) is a multidisciplinary artist 
from Colombia and New York. Gabriel’s work deals in 
the conversations between community engagement, 
creative placemaking, theater making and film. 
Gabriel has worked in Hong Kong, NYC, and 
Colombia as an educator, documentarian, theater 
director, and community engagement consultant. 
Gabriel is currently working on Haus of Dust, a 
campaign to bring awareness about substance use in 
latinx queer communities from their personal 
experience. Haus of Dust is a successful collaboration 
between Gabriel and a collective of 10+ artists and 
institutions working to bring forth the project. To 

learn more, visit iamdust.org .   
  
Current Project: “Haus of Dust” - Loisaida Inc, The Laundromat Project, Unity 
Technologies Recent Projects: ”“Distant Bodies” - 2020 - The LGBT Center & Cyber 
Tank - NYC .  “Still - Performance for Inner Peace” 2019 - Chashama - NYC  Recent 
Theater Directing Credits: “Scribbled Lines”, Poetic Theater Productions NYC, 
2021,“Village Stories, KrisP Productions”, Hong Kong (Virtual), “Leo and his friends by 
Amalia Oliva Rojas”, Theater Accident, NYC (Virtual), “Caught in The Act by Anna 
Parisi”, Biennal Immigrant Artist Festival, NYC (Virtual).   Film Directing & 

http://iamdust.org/


Documentary:  “OSS #DK Testimony Series”, Documentary Series, 2020, “Distant 
Bodies”, The LGBT Center & The Tank NYC, 2020.Residencies: Create Change, 
Laundromat Project, 2021; AIR, Loisaida INC, 2020. Fellowships: MDOCS, Skidmore 
College, 2021, EMERGENYC, Hemisphere Institute, 2020. Education: MA in Media 
Studies, The New School, BA in Media Studies, The New School. Taller Profesional de 
Artistas, Creative Capital. Meisner, One Year Certificate, The Neighborhood Playhouse 
Theater.  Riggio’s Honors Democracy Writing, The New School.   https://
gabrielgtorres.com/ 

PROP ARTIST 

(b. 1991 – Culiacán, Sinaloa, Mex.) 
  
Raul De Lara is a sculptor based in NYC. He 
was born in Mexico and taught 
woodworking at a young age by his 
architect and interior designer parents. De 
Lara received a BFA from the University of 
Texas at Austin in 2015 and an MFA from 

Virginia Commonwealth University in 2019. 
As a DACA recipient since 2012, his works reflects on ideas of nationality, communal 
language barriers and a sense of belonging. De Lara works primarily with wood, a 
material that always shows the passing of time on its skin. His aesthetics and materials 
are inspired by the shared backyard between the United States and Mexico. His 
selected awards include the Fine Arts Work Center Fellowship in Provincetown, 
Haystack Mountain School of Crafts Residency, National Park Service Artist-in-
Residence Program, Ox-Bow School of Art Fellowship, LMCC Art Center at Governors 
Island Residency, and the Chicago Artists Coalition HATCH Residency. His recent 
exhibition sites include New York, Miami, Mexico. 

https://www.rauldelara.com 

TECH DIRECTOR/BOARD OP 
Haley Withrow 

PRODUCER 
Slaney Rose Jordan 

PRODUCER 
Parker Denton 

https://gabrielgtorres.com/
https://gabrielgtorres.com/
https://www.rauldelara.com/


 

PRODUCER 

Super Secret Arts is a theater and live arts company based in Brooklyn, New York. 
Super Secret Arts is our answer to the question: if theater was invented today, what 
would a modern theater company look like? 

Super Secret Arts is built on the theater industry’s first ever all-you-can-attend 
membership model. It’s like Netflix for live performance. We do this so that we can pay 
artists fairly, take chances on risky work, and provide a ton of value to our audiences for 
only $25/month. 

We hope to change the economic orthodoxy around theatermaking, by replacing 
traditional forms of arts funding with a membership model granting unlimited access to 
all of our shows, for one reasonable monthly fee - like Netflix for theatre. 

Streaming platforms have democratized the television and film industry by leveraging 
monthly, recurring revenue across a huge user base. This spreads the risk across 
millions of subscribers and enables a diverse array of projects to flourish while reducing 
the individual pressure to succeed. Super Secret Arts is essentially taking that model 
and superimposing it on live theatrical arts. We hope to use this new theatrical 
economic paradigm to do our part in repairing the toxic, broken economic reality of 
theater-making, for artists, creatives, crew, and staff. 

Super Secret Arts is both a place where audiences experience thought-provoking art 
across many genres and also a place where they feel connected to a community with a 
greater purpose. We’re creating an artistic environment where adventurous art has a 
chance to breathe, a place that is safe for everyone to express themselves in the way 
they wish, and perhaps more than anything else - a place that is kind. 

For more information and to join our community, visit www.supersecretarts.com

http://www.supersecretarts.com

